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If you happen to watch any amount of TV or watched some movies, you almost certainly are aware
of a private investigator, or a PI for short. Although entertainment is a bad resource from which to
form views about what a particular person in a given profession really does, most people acquire his
or her understanding of a private investor from these sources. Even so, if you're searching for a
private investigator, connecticut has many PI's available and they've got a lot more to offer than you
might see from an entertainment depiction of a PI.

An unfaithful partner is certainly within the scope of a PI's duty, but they are much more than that. A
private investigator might also handle child custody investigations, insurance fraud, criminal
backgrounds as well as general background checks on distinct individuals, just to mention a few of
the things a private investigator can do for you or your business. They are also very good at finding
missing or lost persons and also general surveillance.

The question that many people have is the reason why would you need a private investigator. One
of the main reasons private investigators are hired is because of suspicions of marital infidelity. On
the other hand, companies are also a great client of private investigating firms as well. Therefore
when it comes time to hire a private investigator, Connecticut will provide many choices, but it is
good to recognise precisely what you will need one for.

Companies can and do hire PI firms to execute background checks in to employees or to investigate
non criminal activities taking place in a business. Insurance companies employ private investigators
to observe individuals that they believe might be committing insurance fraud. Furthermore, many
law firms farm out certain monitoring and fact finding duties to private investigators to help learn
facts about people or situations that may pertain to a current case they're working on.

When you're thinking about hiring a private investigator, connecticut has very specific regulations
concerning the licensing of a private investigator and you need to be assured that those
requirements are being met.

In the state of Connecticut, a PI needs to be licensed through the Office of Public Safety.
Additionally, a private investigator has to be a minimum of 25 years of age and possess five years
prior experience as a fulltime licensed investigator or have no less than 10 years as a law
enforcement officer to qualify for a license.

If you are considering hiring a private investigator, connecticut will offer you a number of individual
PI's along with private investigator firms, but the actual issue several have is how much will this
particular service cost. The reality is that since no two cases are the same, the price of your case is
normally not set. Certain cases that are similar will come to a conclusion much faster than others.
Therefore, it is hard to provide exact or even estimated cost until the firm is aware of the nature of
your situation.

However, what you should want to look for are private investigator firms that provide you a free
consultation. You can discuss your situation and with some information, the private investigator firm
may then give you an idea as to what the cost will probably be regarding your particular
predicament.
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DJ Willis - About Author:
If you have a spouse that you think is cheating you may want to consider private detective services. 
You will be sure to find a private investigator in NYC.  Find one that has a good success rate and an
excellent reputation.  You can also look for a private investigator Connecticut, or a New Jersey
Private Investigators.
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